


• Develop or add to the PESSPA activities that your school already offer
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benefit pupils joining the school in future years

st
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Support for review and reflection - considering the 5 key indicators from DfE, what development needs are a priority for your setting and your
pupils now and why? Use the space below to reflect on previous spend and key achievements and areas for development.

Please note: Although there has been considerable disruption in 2020 it is important that you publish details on your website of how you spend the funding -
this is a legal requirement.

N.B.  In this section you should refer to any adjustments you might have made due to Covid-19 and how these will influence further improvement.

Key achievements to date until July 2020: Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:

- Sports after school clubs now provided for all year groups every term.
- More involvement with parents delivering after school clubs.
- Increased uptake in inter competitions.
- Better links with outside agencies and feeder school.
- Implementation of the Sports Ambassadors.
- Implementation of the use of the outdoor gym in PE lessons and during lunch and
playtimes.
- Increased participation in 30 minutes exercise, enhanced through the use of the
daily mile track.
- Creation of the sports Journal.

-Improved numbers for children achieving 25 metres or more in swimming.

- Attended various competitions in the local community.

-To monitor how the Sports Premium Funding is being spent and the impact it is
having on our children.
-ensure children are safe in PE lessons and the risk of transmitting Corona Virus is
reduced.
- To participate in/organise competitions under the current Coronavirus restrictions.
- To ensure all staff members feel confident in the delivery of PE and planning.
- Monitor the use of the sports journal and its impact on learning.
- reward system to engage children in physical activity and support behaviour
around school.
- monitor the levels of fitness after school closure and self-isolation.
-provide further opportunities for physical activity for those who have not been
active during lockdown.
- ensure all children who are isolating or in lock down continue to have weekly
virtual PE lessons.

Did you carry forward an underspend from 2019-20 academic year into the current academic year? YES
If YES you must complete the following section

If NO, the following section is not applicable to you
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If any funding from the academic year 2019/20 has been carried over, you MUST complete the following section. Any carried over funding MUST be spent
by 31 March 2021.

Academic Year: September

2020 to July 2021

Total fund carried over: £3670

Spent £1,300 on priorities

carried over.

£2370 added to next year’s

budget

Date Updated: March

2021

What Key indicator(s) are you going to focus on? KI 1, 2 and 3 Total Carry Over Funding:

£3670

Intent Implementation Impact Sustainability and suggested

next stems
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1. Provide half a day CPD with

PE leads to enhance the design

of PE across the school and

delivery.

2. Role models- local sporting

personalities so pupil can

identify with success and

aspire to be a local sporting

hero

3.  Support NQTs with subject

specific areas, teaching of

gymnastics.

Plan a morning/afternoon for a
PE specialist to come in and
observe some PE lessons across
school.
TE and DS to observe with PE
specialist
Feedback from PE specialist on
ways forward

Role models to deliver lunch and

after school clubs e.g. cross

country, football. Links are made

with our feeder schools- dance.

Y10s to teach games to Y6. TE to

get in touch with parent role

models/ local role models. Send

a letter out.

Send NQTs on the gymnastics

training sessions. Feedback to

co-ordinators. Co-ordinators to

ask for planning to check this has

been implemented into lessons.

£150

£100

£220

Not completed due to

ongoing risk assessment

preventing crossing of

bubbles.

Our local cheerleading club

has supported by running a

club for each year group. In

line with Covid risk

assessment, this has been for

a different year group each

sessions. This has resulted in

several children joining the

cheerleading club out of

school ( 12/155  ) resulting in

them now being more active

outside of school.

NQTs from 19-20 to take part

in whole staff training in Sept

21.

This will be reorganised in the
new academic year for early
autumn term (September
2021). Followed by a staff
meeting. TE and DS to
organise drop ins to see how
the delivery of PE is going.
Following on from this,
deliver a staff meeting on
ways forward and what is
going well.

Organise Fred Gough to come
in again and teach a terms
worth of physical activity to a
year group.  Continue to get
in touch with parent role
models/local role models to
deliver after school clubs.
Then organise a consistent
club for children.

Continue to use PE planning,
continue to offer
advice/support where
needed. TE/DS with OD to
deliver CPD on how to use the
planning and delivery.
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4. Promote wellbeing and

mindfulness through the

delivery of an afterschool KS2

Pilates club.

5. Ensure all children are able

to swim 25 metres or more.

Walk round to see gymnastics

sessions being delivered.

Employ a specialist to deliver the

club. Organise when it will run

and for how long, send letters

out to parents.

Look at data to select children to

attend catch up lessons. Book

outside provision for catch up

swimming lessons.

£200

£1000

Our specialist pilates teacher

has supported by running a

club for each year group. In

line with Covid risk

assessment, this has been for

a different year group each

sessions. Children have

reported that the sessions

have helped them feel more

relaxed and they have used

the breathing strategies to

help them when they feel

stressed.

Locally there were no spaces

at any of the pools for catch

up sessions for the current Y 5

or 6 due the the covid

backlog.

Feedback from teachers
about how they are finding
using the planning. Check
assessment sheets are up to
date and being filled out by all
teachers.

Continue to deliver Pilates
and cosmic YOGA. Use sports
partnerships to get going
events to support wellbeing.

Sessions to be provided next
year for those children in Y5
who did not meet the Y4
expectations.
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6. To provide children with the

opportunities to take part in

competitive games, festivals

and get going events.

Organise coach travel and from

events. Equipment and staff

cover time to attend the events.

£2000

£1,000

Spent £1,000 running in

school and virtual

competitions.

Virtual competitions have

helped increase engagement

in physical activity in school as

all children have been

involved. Some competitions

were run by the Y6 pupils

during break times, increasing

the opportunity for physical

activity during the school day

and giving them leadership

responsibilities.

Continue to attend  sporting
events as they take place in
the next academic year.
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Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety.

N.B Complete this section to your best ability. For example you might have practised safe self-rescue techniques on

dry land.

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at
least 25 metres?
N.B. Even though your pupils may swim in another year please report on their attainment on leaving primary school

at the end of the summer term 2020.

50/61 = 82%

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl, backstroke

and breaststroke]?

49/61 = 80%

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations? 61/61 = 100%

Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and sport premium to provide additional provision for swimming but this

must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this way?

No due to Covid. Sessions were

planned for 19-20 academic year,

however due to lockdown and

backlog at pools  this was cancelled.

Action Plan and Budget Tracking

Capture your intended annual spend against the 5 key indicators. Clarify the success criteria and

evidence of impact that you intend to measure to evaluate for pupils today and for the future.
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Academic Year: 2020/21 Total fund allocated: £19,590

Plus £2370 carried forward from

19/20

Total £21,960

Date Updated: 15/05/2021

Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical Officers guidelines recommend that

primary school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day in school

Percentage of total allocation:

£10,784 = 49%

Intent Implementation Impact

Your school focus should be clear

what you want the pupils to know

and be able to do and about what

they need to learn and to

consolidate through practice:

Make sure your actions to achieve

are linked to your intentions:

Funding

allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do

pupils now know and what can

they now do? What has

changed?

Sustainability and suggested

next steps:

1. Home Learning activities sent out

to children who are isolating.

2. During Lock down children were

sent out the weekly physical activity

plans.

Use the SP isolation activities that

are sent to the school. PE leads to

upload these onto the drive for all

staff to access. Teachers are to

ensure these are uploaded on our

online learning platform (seesaw)

for those children who are isolating

during lock down.

Use the SP physical activity plans

that are sent to the school. PE leads

to email out to staff the week

before they are due to go out. Staff

to upload onto seesaw.

From part of

the SP budget

(£2,200)

£5,732

Increased participation in

physical activity whilst they are

at home. Children have become

more physically active in the

first lockdown  compared to the

second lock down due to the

provision of the activities. Less

children returned to school in

March 8th having done no or

little physical activity. This was

monitored by teachers via See

Saw.

Increased participation in

physical activity whilst children

were at home between Jan and

March 8t. Most children have

continued to be more physically

active during lockdown. The

challenges and lessons provided

To continue to send out

isolation activities in the

future for those who are

isolating. Contact the SP for

more activities to be sent.

Upload onto the drive for staff

access.

To continue to send out

weekly physical activity plans

in the future for those who are

isolating. Contact the SP for

more activities to be sent.

Upload onto the drive for staff

access.
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3. Use the red get active packages to

target those families who are

financially struggling at home during

lock down.

Teacher with PE (Mr Welsh)

specialism asked to pre record two

PE lessons per week from the

curriculum planning to go alongside

the SP lessons during lockdown

period from Jan to March.  Shared

on See Saw. Teacher to record

weekly physical challenges to send

out to all pupils.

Packs put together for families to

collect from the school. Office staff

to contact families to collect

packages.

From part of

the SP budget

(£2,200)

by our in-school teacher were

successful due to him being well

known to the children and

direct feedback given to the

children. Reducing the workload

of the class teacher ensured

that sessions were high quality.

Children have become more

physically active in the first

lockdown  compared to the

second lock down due to the

provision of the activities. Less

children returned to school in

March 8th having done no or

little physical activity. This was

monitored by teachers via See

Saw.

Packs supported the parents in

keeping the children physically

active during lockdown 2 by

providing ideas and resources to

allow them to do this. Activities

were logged on See Saw so staff

could monitor the impact. All

families who were allocated

packs engaged with the

programme.

Consider putting together

more packages for families.
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4. Encourage children to take part in

physical activity at staggered plays

and lunchtimes.

5. Teach reception children to learn

how to use balance bikes to support

their development of gross motor

skills.

Wooden storage huts to built

around the play ground where

equipment will be stored. E.g.

skipping ropes, balls etc. Different

boxes to be allocated to year group

bubbles to avoid cross

contamination between year

groups. Staff on duty to oversee the

safe use of the equipment and

putting it away.  Additional

equipment purchased to spread

between the storage units.

Purchase balance bikes and

helmets. DS to arrange with the

local partnership to arrange this.

Allocate the bikes to the EYFS staff.

£3,500

£552

Storage for equipment means

children are now able to take

part in more physical activity

with the equipment they have

been allocated. Additional

equipment (balls, skipping

ropes, active shapes) Children

have become more physically

active despite the covid

restrictions and bubbles not

sharing equipment. Staff have

modelled games and

encouraged children to join in.

Children are now able to take

part in physical activity with the

equipment they have been

given. Children have become

more physically active during

outdoor play and further

developed their gross motor

skills of balance and spatial

awareness. Some children are

now able to ride their bikes at

home without stabilisers due to

practicing on these bikes.

Evidence sent in from parents

on Evidence Me.

Continue to offer these to the

children at playtime and lunch.

Train the sports ambassadors

on using the equipment with

the children and

delivering/leading games on

the playground. Upgrade

equipment so it continues to

be engaging and exciting.

Continue using the bikes.

Create a document on google

drive for staff to report any

maintenance required. Money

to be set aside for repairs on

the bikes. Consider storage of

bikes so that children can be

more independent in getting

them out and putting them

away.
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6. 2 hours of PE is being taught a

week.

Staff to  teach  x2 high quality PE

lessons each week following the

long-term plans. DS and TE to

monitor this through seesaw and

drop ins.

£1,000 subject

leader release

time.

Pupils are learning new skills in

gym, athletics, dance and

games. Pupils are now able to

develop their skills further in

each area. Teaching remotely

during lockdown is high quality

and staff are being considerate

of the lack of equipment at

home and finding alternatives to

ensure lack of equipment is not

a barrier.

To continue this each week. TE

and DS to continue to monitor

the delivery of PE through

drop ins, planning and

evidence on seesaw as

appropriate.

Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement Percentage of total allocation:

£3000 = 13%

Intent Implementation Impact

Your school focus should be clear

what you want the pupils to know

and be able to do and about what

they need to learn and to

consolidate through practice:

Make sure your actions to achieve

are linked to your intentions:

Funding

allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do

pupils now know and what can

they now do? What has

changed?

Sustainability and suggested

next steps:

1. Implement a sports journal for

Y1-6 to enable children to record

and track their progress and be

more self-aware of their own targets

and how to achieve them.

DS and TE to design and create the

journal to ensure all aspects of the

PE national curriculum are being

covered. Proof read and checked by

RS/AB. Retrieve quotes from

companies to create booklet. Staff

hand them out to class and make

sure children are filling them in

each week. DS/TE staff meeting on

how we expect them to be used.

£1100 All areas of the National

Curriculum are being covered.

Pupils are no more self-aware of

their achievements, progress

and what they need to improve.

This has changed the way they

reflect on their progress in PE.

Using this sports journal, they

will be able to monitor their

progression throughout their

years at school and be able to

look back and reflect how far

Continue the use of sports

journals. Remind staff to be

encouraging the children to be

using them at various points in

the year. Order new books for

the current receptions going

into Y1.
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2. Use a sport rewards system for

whole school behaviour

improvement and increased

engagement in physical activity.

3. Improve staff wellbeing

Monitor the use of the journals e.g.

impact/sustainability

DS and TE to create house teams

and allocate all children in school to

a team. Create a rewards system.

Create a spreadsheet for the

recording of house points. Buy

coloured star badges, trophies and

flags. DS to ask PS to create a house

team display in the main hall. RS to

announce the winning house team

every 2 weeks in the virtual

assembly. Teachers give out house

points daily and ask TA to upload

HP on a fortnightly basis to the

drive. Allocate staff with a 2 and 5

HP stamp. End of every term the

winning house receives a badge.

End of the year a trophy to be

awarded. Virtual zoom assembly to

launch the reward system to the

whole school.

Create a fitness group to invite staff

to participate in. EH to run the

group. Create a group chat for staff

to communicate their targets of

£1500

(trophy,

badges, flags,

display

material,

rewards)

£400

they have come in PE and what

they have achieved and set

goals for next steps.

Pupils know how to achieve the

HP and what that means. It

gives the children an incentive

to achieve better and impacts

on pupil behaviour and learning.

Through this pupils have learnt

to show resilience and

perseverance. Engagement in

learning has been positively

impacted and children are

inspired to gain points. It also

allows children to be

competitive against one another

while working for a team reward

rather than an individual one.

Pupils are inspired by staff to be

physically active out of school.

More children are taking part in

Continue using the HP system

school. Staff members

continue allocating HP and TA

to upload these onto the

drive. Continue to announce

the fortnightly, termly and

year winners. Buy more

badges. Have the winning

team to be scribed onto the

trophy so year on year it can

be seen which house has won.

Allocate 2021/2022 receptions

to houses and ask reception

staff to explain this to the

children and parents.

Continue to run the group.

Update display in the

staffroom. Create new staff

challenges that the pupils can
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active days, hours etc. Certificates

and medals to be awarded.

Promote this on the school’s

newsletter and twitter to act as role

models to encourage children. Staff

members are going out onto the

playground in their lunches and

breaks to get their steps in.  Create

a staff wellbeing display in the staff

room.

physical activities out of school,

setting themselves challenges.

Some children have set

themselves targets of swimming

so many metres in the pool or

walking so many miles and have

shared their achievements on

twitter. Lots of children have got

fit bits so they can track how

many steps a day they are

doing.

Staff report on a recent

wellbeing survey that the fitness

group has supported their

wellbeing during lockdown and

the covid restrictions.

then try to beat. Share this on

twitter/newsletter. Create a

staff netball team then link

this with the children’s netball

club where staff and children

can participate in a netball

game together. Consider

buying staff members sports

kits (hoody, t-shirt, waterproof

jacket and joggers) to wear for

PE lessons and whenever

taking part in physical activity

to promote this to the

children. North Lincolnshire

Council Public Health Healthy

Workplace  Silver  Award

achieved. Plan to achieve the

council gold award for staff

wellbeing.

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport Percentage of total allocation:

£7,387 - allocated

£5,257 - spent - 24%

Intent Implementation Impact

Your school focus should be clear

what you want the pupils to know

and be able to do and about what

they need to learn and to

consolidate through practice:

Make sure your actions to

achieve are linked to your

intentions:

Funding

allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do

pupils now know and what can

they now do? What has

changed?

Sustainability and suggested

next steps:
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1. Ensure all children take part in 2

hours of high-quality PE lessons

which follow the COVID-19 guidance

for PE.

2. CPD training with PE specialist to

enhance the design of PE across the

school and delivery.

3. CPD training with a gymnastics

specialist to increase staff confidence

in using equipment and the teaching

of gymnastics. Identified as a training

need from staff survey.

Head and PE lead to read the

guidance report. DS to

communicate via email with staff

about the guidance report. Check

staff follow the guidance. Ensure

all staff members are following

the scheme of work and making

sure the adaptations, due to

COVID-19, are taking place.

Plan a day for PE specialist to
come in and teach an PE lesson
using our scheme of work to show
how to deliver an outstanding PE
lesson, for all year groups, which
is differentiated to all levels. TE
and DS to observe with PE
specialist. Staff meeting with PE
specialist to take place after CPD.

DS to contact Allegro to ask for AH
to deliver CPD. Staff to complete a
series of 6 lessons per year group
where AH will be teaching
alongside class teachers. DS to
arrange timetable for this. Get 3
quotes from companies to replace

£200 subject

leader release

time to create

plans and

complete

training.

£450

(CPD and

monitoring

time)

Not Spent -

carry this

activity to

21-22

£5,336.57

(1,680 CPD,

£3,656.57

equipment)

Children are able to take part in

high quality PE lessons. Children

are able to continue taking part in

PE due to a safe COVID-19

environment. No units have been

missed due to Covid restrictions

and adaptations have all been

fully risk assessed. Good

progression is evident from

monitoring end of year

outcomes.

Booked in for autumn term. Staff

will feel confident to teach PE.

Children are able to take part in

high quality PE lessons. Good

progression is evident. A good

level of differentiation will be

provided for all pupils. Children

will learn new skills, tactics and

develop in the social side of PE.

Children are able to take part in

high quality gymnastics lessons

which staff are confident to

teach. Good progression is

evident. Children will learn how

to confidently participate in

To monitor this throughout

the year making adaptations

as the easing of lockdown

happens. Keep up to date

with the latest government

guidance. Drop in to check

staff are making acceptable

adaptations to the scheme of

work due to COVID-19.

After visit to monitor the

delivery of PE with a focus of

differentiation. Drop in to PE

lessons. Then invite PE

specialist back in for half a

day to observe lessons. From

this feedback to be given to

staff and continue to monitor.

DS to do a pupil and staff

voice on the teaching of

gymnastics and use of

equipment. See if any further

support is needed and offer

1-1 support. Drop ins to check
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4.  Provide online CPD for staff during

lock down.

5. PE leads to attend PE forums.

the wall apparatus and order new
beams, benches and mats. Select
a company to install new
equipment.

DS to email out the link to
complete the training, staff to
complete this on a training day in
school. Staff complete two
compulsory units on assessment
and behaviour management.
Other units to be completed
based on self assessment of
needs.

DS and TE to attend meetings.

Pass on any information to staff.

CPD to be

completed in

21-22 due to

covid

restrictions/risk

assessments)

(£2,200 part of

the SP package)

(£2,200 part of

the SP package)

gymnastics and how to use the

equipment.  Children will learn

new skills: balance, co-ordination,

rolling, jumping and leaping.

To be completed autumn 2021

due to Covid.

New equipment is safe and easier

to set up and put away avoiding

wasted learning time. New maths

and add on resources enable all

aspects of the gymnastics

national curriculum to be taught

effectively.

Children are provided with high

quality lessons with skilled

teaching staff. Good progression

is evident from data analysis.

Staff feel more confident with

assessment in PE and behaviour

management.

Children are able to take part in a

high-quality PE curriculum with

high quality lessons. Children are

the teaching of gymnastics

and using equipment.

Consider inviting AH back in

to develop gymnastics further.

A possible visit to Allegro

gymnastics club for the

children to inspire them to

want to participate after

school.

Continue offer CPD

opportunities to staff and

NQTs next year based on

needs audit and monitoring

feedback.

Continue to attend PE forums

and keep up to date with
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6. PE leads to attend Humber PE

conference.

DS and TE to attend conference.

Pass on any information to staff.

£1000  subject

leader release

time.

(£2,200 part of

the SP package)

£400 release

time

able to take part in many sporting

opportunities. Leaders are

supported so they feel confident

in leading their subject and

ensuring high outcomes for

pupils. Leaders feel confident

that their planning covers the NC

requirements and that the SP

funding is allocated for maximum

input.

Staff are kept up to date with the

latest research around PE.

Children are provided with the

latest opportunities to take part

in sporting events. Leaders are

able to plan for events for the

following year and plan a

timetable of events which are

well thought out and shared with

staff in advance. Clubs can be

arranged in line with

competitions.

recent developments. Lease

with staff and head.

Continue to attend PE

conference next year and

keep up to date with recent

developments. Lease with

staff and head.

Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils Percentage of total allocation:

£3,085 - 24%

Intent Implementation Impact
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Your school focus should be clear

what you want the pupils to know

and be able to do and about what

they need to learn and to

consolidate through practice:

Make sure your actions to

achieve are linked to your

intentions:

Funding

allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do

pupils now know and what can

they now do? What has

changed?

Sustainability and suggested

next steps:

1. Provide a broader range of sports

and activities offered to pupils

through setting up a netball club.

2. Provide whole school

opportunities by running a red run.

DS and TE to set up an

after-school netball club. Order

netball posts, hoops and nets.

TE to arrange dates with SP. SP to

come in to school and support TE

and DS in the delivery of the red

run. DS and TE help set up the red

run. TE create a timetable.

£485

(Resources and

fitting on

external walls)

£2,200 (part of

the SP package)

£200 - leader

cover

Children have been able to

broaden their range of sports

exposure. Children are learning

how to take part in competitive

sports and learning new skills.

Children know what it is like to

take part in a team/ competitive

game. Equipment is used during

break times and lunch time to

increase physical activity in the

school day and to allow for

development of skills outside of

clubs and lessons.

Children have been able to

broaden their range of sports

exposure. Children are learning

how to take part in competitive

sport and learning new skills.

Children know what it is like to

take part in a team/ competitive

game.  Leaders were able to plan

for events  and plan a timetable

of events which are well thought

To consider running a LKS2

and UKS2 club. Enter netball

competitions.

Continue to run events next

year.
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3. Provide whole school

opportunities to take part in sport

events by running a tennis and

cricket event.

4. Provide a whole school

cheerleading session.

TE to arrange dates with SP. SP to

come in to school and support TE

and DS in the delivery of the

cricket and tennis event.  DS and

TE help set up the event. TE

create a timetable.

DS to arrange for cheerleading

coach to come in. Arrange time

table for each year group. Each

year group to take part in a

cheerleading session.

£2,200 (part of

the SP package)

£200 - leader

cover

£100

out and shared with staff in

advance.

Children have been able to

broaden their range of sports

exposure. Children are learning

how to take part in competitive

sport and learning new skills

outside of their PE lessons.

Children know what it is like to

take part in a team/ competitive

game.

Children have been able to

broaden the range of sports

which they are exposed to.

Children are learning how to take

part in competitive sport and

learning new skills. This has

resulted in several children

joining the cheerleading club out

of school ( 12/155  ) resulting in

them now being more active

outside of school. .

Continue to run events next

year.

Consider setting up a

cheerleading club next year

ran by a cheerleading club.

Enter cheerleading events and

competitions.
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5. Work with the SP to provide

additional sporting opportunities.

DS and RS to choose sports

package. DS and TE to take full

advantage from what the SP offer

in their package. Organising

inter/intra events, SA training,

CPD etc.

£2,200 for

20/21

Children have been able to

broaden their range of sports

exposure. Children are learning

how to take part in competitive

sport and learning new skills.

Children know what it is like to

take part in a team/ competitive

game. Children are provided with

high quality lessons and are

provided with the best

opportunities in sport. Subject

leaders are supported with their

role. The school has been

supported to encourage children

to continue to be active and take

part in competitions during the

lockdown and partial school

closure periods through provision

of activities, resources and prizes.

Continue to work with the SP

next year. Re consider the

package to get additional

enhancement days.

Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport Percentage of total allocation:

Intent Implementation Impact

Your school focus should be clear

what you want the pupils to know

and be able to do and about what

they need to learn and to

consolidate through practice:

Make sure your actions to

achieve are linked to your

intentions:

Funding

allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do

pupils now know and what can

they now do? What has

changed?

Sustainability and suggested

next steps:
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1. Increase participation in

competitive sport through intra

events.

2. Increase participation in

competitive sport through inter

events.

TE to organise timetables for

events, provide event information

and rules to staff members. TE to

keep a record of scores.

TE to organise timetable for

virtual events, provide event

information and rules to staff

members. Staff members to

submit scores to TE. TE to keep a

record of scores.

£2,200 (from

SP package)

£2,200 (from

SP package)

Children are taking part in

competitive games. Children are

taught to work competitively,

learn about tactics, increase in

confidence and gain resilience.

Children are asking for more

opportunities to do this which

demonstrates their enjoyment,

Children are taking part in

competitive games. Children are

taught  to work competitively,

learn about tactics, increase in

confidence and resilience.

Children are asking for more

opportunities to do this

demonstrating their enjoyment

despite many of the events being

virtual.

Participation has been limited

and challenging due to the Covid

restrictions, but where possible,

through using online platforms

competitions have continued.

Children have taken part in

events such as cricket challenges

and step competitions which

Continue offering intra

events. 1 per term.

Continue to offer inter events.

Increase our participation in

events due to the easing of

lock down.
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have all been organised by the

Sports Partnership.

Signed off by

Head Teacher: R.Stephenson

Date: 12.7.21

Subject Leader: D.Singleton             T.Edenbrow

Date: 12.7.21

Governor: L.Borrill

Date: 12.7.21
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